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Introduction
We recorded auditory brainstem responses (ABR) with subcutaneous 146 needle electrodes to verify the normal hearing of the rat. We acquired the ABR 147 using a RZ6 Multi I/O Processor (Tucker-Davis Technologies, TDT) and 148 immediately process it with BioSig software (TDT) before beginning each 149 experiement. ABR stimuli consisted of 0.1 ms clicks at a rate of 21 clicks/s, 150 delivered monaurally to the right ear in 10 dB steps, from 10 to 90 decibels of 151 sound pressure level (dB SPL), in a closed system through a Beyer DT-770 152 earphone (0.1-45 kHz) fitted with a custom-made cone and coupled to a small 153 tube (12 gauge hypodermic) sealed in the ear. 154 After normal hearing was confirmed, we placed the rat in a stereotaxic 155 frame where the ear bars were replaced by hollow specula that accommodated 156 a sound delivery system. We performed a craniotomy in the left parietal bone to a speaker. We calibrated the speaker using a ¼-inch condenser microphone 171 (model 4136, Brüel&Kjaer) and a dynamic signal analyzer (Photon+, Brüel&Kjaer) 172 to ensure a flat spectrum up to ~73 dB SPL between 0.5 and 44 kHz, and that 173 the second and third signal harmonics were at least 40 dB lower than the 174 fundamental at the loudest output level. 175 To record extracellular single-unit activity while carrying out 176 microiontophoretic injections, we attached a 5-barrel glass pipette to a hand-177 manufactured, glass-coated tungsten microelectrode (1.4-3.5 MΩ impedance at 178 1 kHz), with the tip of the electrode protruding 15-25 µm from the pipette tip [31] . 179 One individual electrode was used to record one single neuron at a time. We 180 place the electrode over the exposed cortex, forming an angle of 20° 181 perpendicularly rostral to the coronal plane. Using a piezoelectric 182 micromanipulator (Sensapex), we advanced the electrode while measuring the 183 penetration depth until we could observe a strong spiking activity synchronized 184 with the train of searching stimuli. For all recorded neurons, we first computed the frequency-response area 200 (FRA), which is the map of response magnitude for each frequency/intensity 201 combination (Fig. 2) . The stimulation procotol to obtain the FRA consisted of a 202 randomized sequence of sinusoidal pure tones of 75 ms duration with 5 ms rise-203 fall ramps that was presented at a 4 Hz rate, randomly varying frequency and 204 intensity of the presented tones (3-5 repetitions of all tones).
206
Protocol 1: Oddball paradigm (DEV and STD) 207 In a first round of experiments, we used the oddball paradigm ( Fig. 1A) to 208 study SSA. We presented trains of 400 stimuli containing two different 209 frequencies (f1 and f2) presented in a pseudo-random order at a specific repetition 210 rate (4 Hz) and at a level of 10-40 dB above threshold. Both frequencies were 211 within the excitatory FRA previously determined for the neuron (Fig. 2 ). One 212 frequency (f1) appeared with high probability within the sequence (STD; P=0.9).
213
The succession of STD tones was randomly interspersed with the second 214 frequency (f2), presented with low probability within the sequence (DEV; P=0.1).
215
After obtaining one data set, the relative probabilities of the two stimuli were 216 reversed, with f2 becoming the STD and f1 becoming the DEV. This allows to 217 control for the physical characteristics of the sound in the evoked response, such 218 that the differential response between DEV and STD of a given tone can only be 219 due to their differential probability of appearance. Please beware that only the 220 last STD tone preceding each DEV was considered for the analysis (Fig. 1A for the repetition effects elicited by STD, allowing SSA measurements to be 237 dissociated in two components: repetition suppression and prediction error (Fig. 238 1C).
239
Therefore, after computing the FRA (Fig. 2) , we selected 10 evenly-spaced 240 tones at a fixed sound intensity 10-40 dB above minimal response threshold, so 241 that at least two tones fell within the FRA limits. These 10 frequencies were 242 separated from each other by 0.5 octaves, in order to make the results 243 comparable to those of [21] . We used the 10 tones to build the ascending and 244 descending versions of CAS ( Fig. 1B) . We selected 2 tones within that lot to generate the ascending and descending versions of the oddball paradigm (Fig. 246 1A), comparing the resultant DEV with their corresponding CAS versions (Fig. 247 1B. All sequences were 400 tones in length, at the same, constant presentation 248 rate of 4 Hz. Thus, each frequency could be compared with itself in DEV, STD 249 and CAS conditions (Fig. 1C ). to pH 3.5 for dopamine and pH 5 for eticlopride. The drugs were retained in the 262 pipette with a -20 nA current and ejected using 90 nA currents (Neurophore BH-263 2 system, Harvard Apparatus). Thus, we released dopamine or eticlopride into 264 the microdomain of the recorded neuron at concentrations that have been 265 previously demonstrated effective in in vivo studies [10] . 5-15 minutes after the 266 drug injection, we repeated the stimulation protocol during the 'drug condition' 267 until the drug was washed away. We considered the 'recovery condition' when 268 the spike count returned to levels that did not significantly differ from control 269 values, never before 40 minutes post-injection.
We used both dopamine and eticlopride during protocol 1, while only 271 dopamine was tested protocol 2. During protocol 1, in a few occasions where the 272 recording was exceptionally stable, after the first recovery we performed a second 273 injection using the other drug ( Fig. 5A-B ). This prolonged procedure was meant 274 to test the consistency of dopaminergic effects (agonist versus antagonist) within 275 individual neurons when possible. firing rate was determined as the average firing rate (in spikes/s) during the 75 291 ms preceding stimulus onset. The excitatory response was measured as the area 292 below the spike-density function and above the baseline spontaneous firing rate, 293 between 0 and 180 ms after stimulus onset. We refer to this measure as 294 'baseline-corrected spike count'.
295
Common SSA index (CSI) 296 For our 'classic' study of SSA, we used the Common SSA Index (CSI) [2], 297 replicating the methodology of previous studies of SSA neuromodulation in the 298 IC [13, 14, 32, 33] . For the pair of frequencies in each oddball paradigm, the CSI 299 was calculated as:
Where DEVfi and STDfi are spike counts in response to a frequency fi when 302 it was presented in deviant and standard conditions, respectively. The CSI ranges 303 between -1 to +1, being positive if the response to the deviant condition was 304 greater than the standard condition.
306
Indices of neuronal mismatch (iMM), repetition suppression (iRS) 307 and prediction error (iPE) 308 We analyzed protocol 2 results replicating the methodology of a previous 309 study which pioneered the use of the cascade sequence to control for the 310 repetition effects of the oddball paradigm in IC neurons (see [21] for a more 311 exhaustive report on the analysis). The rationale was that, whereas the physical 312 conditions of the auditory change are the same during the oddball and cascade 313 sequences (i.e., an ascending or descending step of 0.5 octaves), the predictions 314 generated by the perceptual model were different in DEV and CAS. Therefore, a 315 different neuronal response to DEV and CAS could only be do the fact that DEV 316 violates a prediction of the perceptual model whereas CAS fulfills it.
317
During the oddball paradigm, the STD is highly predictable and swiftly fits 318 into a perceptual model of the repetition that organizes the auditory sequence.
319
Hence, the predictions of the perceptual model will induce a strong repetition 320 suppression on the elicited response to that tone when presented as STD.
321
Conversely, when that same tone is presented as a DEV, its occurrence is 322 completely unpredictable and will not fit into the repetition rule encoded in the 323 internal model of the stimulation. Consequently, the internal model will signal a 324 prediction error in response to DEV.
325
During CAS, on the other hand, the target tone fi will be immersed within 326 a regular succession of ascending or descending frequencies. This arrangement 327 is predictable without featuring the repetition rule that organizes the train of tones 328 in the STD. Therefore, the difference between the CAS and the STD response 329 must be due to repetition suppression. Once repetition suppression has been 330 accounted for, we considered the remaining response in SSA (whether present) 331 as an extra component that could only correspond to prediction error signaling 332
[18]. The cascade sequence thereby allows to dissociate SSA in 2 components: 333 repetition suppression and prediction error (Fig. 1C ).
334
Thus, we used the cascade sequence to control for the repetition effects 335 induced by the oddball paradigm (for extended rationale, see [18, 19] ) and 336 decompose SSA into prediction error and repetition suppression components. To 337 allow comparison between responses from different neurons, we normalized the whereas the iMM provides one index for each tone tested (the same as the iPE 353 and the iRS).
355
Dopaminergic effects analysis 356 We followed the same procedure to analyze the results of stimulation no significant change. These heterogeneous effects were visible in the FRA (Fig.   414 2). Thus, we separated the population into 3 different groups. In one group, CSI 415 decreased significantly after dopamine application (n=39; Fig 3A, purple circles 416 below the diagonal), while in a second group, the CSI increased significantly 417 (n=30; Fig 3A, purple circles above the diagonal). Both groups showed CSI 418 changes above 50% on average (Fig 3B) . In a third group of neurons, CSI did not 419 change significantly (n=25; Fig 3A, grey dots); these neurons were excluded from 420 further analyses, since they were not affected by dopamine. 421 We also analyzed the firing rate of the neurons where dopamine caused a and DEV (-38%; p = 0.002; Fig 3D) , as well as the spontaneous firing rate (-50%; 429 p < 0.001). No significant changes were observed in the average first spike 430 latency of any group or condition.
431
Examples of neurons within these two groups are displayed in Figure 3E -432 F. Figure 3E shows the response of a neuron to STD (blue) and DEV (red) in the Eticlopride produced diverse effects depending on the neuron, as it was 451 the case for dopamine application (Fig. 4E-F) . Accordingly, we performed the Application of dopamine and eticlopride on the same neuron 465 We aimed to determine whether dopaminergic effects in the IC were 466 mediated by D2-like receptors, as suggested in previous reports [9, 35] . To do this, 467 we took advantage of 5 single-units exceptionally stable during the recording 468 session to test whether dopamine and eticlopride had consistently opposite 469 effects in each one. We recorded the activity of these 5 neurons in control 470 conditions, and then during an application of either dopamine or eticlopride. After 471 enough time had passed for the neurons to recover from the effects of the first 472 drug (never less than 40 minutes post-injection), we recorded their activity again 473 and then applied the other drug. We recorded the neuronal activity under the 474 effect of the second drug, after which we let the neuron recover and performed a 475 final recording ( Fig. 5A-B) . In 4 of the 5 cases, dopamine was applied first and 476 eticlopride second, and viceversa in the other case left.
477
Our results revealed that the dopaminergic effects were specifically 
483
The CSI of the neuron displayed in Figure 5A decreases with the dopamine 484 injection and increases with eticlopride. Conversely, yet consistently, the neuron 485 illustrated in Figure 5B shows the opposite effects, increasing its CSI during the 486 dopamine application and decreasing with eticlopride application. The bar plots 487 in Figure 5C show the averaged effect of dopamine and eticlopride on various To test whether dopamine modulates prediction error signaling in the IC 496 cortices, we performed an additional set of experiments following stimulation 497 protocol 2 (see methods), which was based on the methodology of a previous 498 study [21] . Alongside the oddball paradigm, we recorded responses of 54 499 neurons to two cascade sequences (ascending and descending), which 500 consisted of 10 tones selected within the FRA presented in a predictable 501 succession of increasing or decreasing frequencies.
502
After normalizing the neuronal responses (see methods), we calculated 503 the iMM, the iPE and the iRS for the whole population of neurons. Results agreed 504 with those previously obtained using the CSI, as control iMM fell from 0.53±0.02 505 to 0.43±0.03 under dopaminergic influence (p=0.003; Fig. 6B, all dots) ,
506
representing a -19% drop on the population SSA. The median iPE for the whole 507 population of neurons went down as well, from 0.05±0.03 to -0.06±0.04 after 508 dopamine injection (p = 0.003; Fig. 6B, all dots) . Conversely, the median iRS did 509 not undergo any significant changes (from 0.48±0.03 to 0.50±0.03; p = 0.253; 510 Fig. 6B, all dots) . These results suggest that dopamine caused the average SSA 511 index to reduce due to a decay in prediction error signaling.
512
As we did for the CSI, we used a bootstrap analysis to evaluate the dopamine; p = 0.008; Fig. 6C, colored dots) with the microiontophoretic 524 application of dopamine, whereas individual changes in their iRS did not describe 525 any significant tendency (from 0.52±0.03 in control to 0.53±0.03 under dopamine; 526 p = 0.626; Fig. 6B, colored dots) .
527
To evidence that this dopamine-induced decrease on SSA was due to 528 diminished prediction error activity that could not be explained by changes in 529 repetition suppression, we performed a regression model between changes in 530 the iMM with changes in the iPE and the iRS (Fig. 7) . A linear polynomial model 531 unveiled a direct relationship between iMM and iPE changes, while no apparent 532 relationship existed between iMM and iRS changes. Results were similar whether 533 we consider the whole sample or just the dopamine-sensitive neurons.
534
The model for the whole sample of neurons (Fig. 7, all suggest that dopamine is being released endogenously in response to the sound, 568 and that dopamine indeed plays a role at this early stage of auditory processing.
569
Most neurons in the IC cortices underwent significant individual changes 570 and displayed heterogeneous sensitivities to dopaminergic manipulation (Fig. 3,   571 4). Most interestingly, the effects of dopamine and eticlopride were antagonistic 572 within each individual neuron, such that whether the activation of D2-like 573 receptors by dopamine application increased the CSI, their blockade with 574 eticlopride decreased the CSI (Fig. 5A) , and viceversa (Fig. 5B) . This tended to 575 be the case also for the spontaneous activity, firing rate and first spike latency 576 (Fig. 5C ). We therefore conclude that those dopaminergic effects are mediated 577 by D2-like receptors expressed in the IC cortices. But probably not in the whole 578 neuronal population of the IC cortices, since ¼ of our sample remained unaltered 579 by dopaminergic manipulation (Fig. 3A, 4A , grey circles).
580
Characteristic synaptic properties may explain why dopaminergic 581 manipulation generates divergent effects on each neuron. Both glutamatergic 582 and GABAergic projections converge onto single IC neurons [6, 37, 38] , which in 583 the IC cortices may also receive dopaminergic inputs from the SPF [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . 
